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1. Aims, objectives, and research questions

Overview of project
Late in 2003 the Teaching and Learning Research Initiative granted funding to Massey
University’s Department of Technology, Science, and Mathematics for a two-year study of
numeracy practices in New Zealand schools. Central issues to be addressed were those of equity,
proficiency, and sustainable practice in relation to the introduction of mathematics reforms in the
primary school sector.
Key research partners for Massey University in planning and implementing the research were the
principals, lead mathematics teachers, numeracy teachers, and students from 16 schools. Prior to
the application for funding, discussions had taken place with these schools and they gave a strong
commitment to the proposed research. The project was seen as a collaborative venture between
researchers and schools, and everyone involved worked hard to ensure the individual projects
provided a rigorous insights into the effects of large-scale reform in the teaching and learning of
mathematics.
The research drew upon the diversity of the teachers and students in the 16 schools. Nested under
the project’s overall intent, four projects each addressed a specific aspect relating to numeracy
practices and change. This multi-faceted approach enabled an in-depth investigation of the sorts
of personal, school-wide, and community capacities, and student voice, that are fundamental for
learning about reconstructing teaching and learning. These nested projects explored teacher
knowledge, mathematical practices, the perspectives of the learner, and teacher change.

Aims and objectives of the research
The overall aim behind this project on numeracy practices and change was to develop a better
understanding of the issues surrounding reform in the teaching and learning of mathematics in
New Zealand primary schools. The basis for research in this area arose initially from a landmark
political statement a few years ago. In that statement the New Zealand Government announced
that by 2005 every child turning nine would be able to do mathematics for success. At the same
time as the announcement, a model of citizenship emerged that was committed to the
understanding that numerical capabilities make a difference to personal and collective progress.
Numeracy in this country, just as it is in others (Askew, 2001; Department of Education Training
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and Youth Affairs, 2000; Steen, 1999; van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2001), had become a buzzword
for what it means to succeed in a faster and smarter world.
The research team wanted to know more about numeracy. They already knew that reform efforts
in this country1 aimed at “improving student performance in mathematics through improving the
professional capability of teachers” (Ministry of Education, 2002, p. 1). They knew that the
reforms created teaching and learning experiences that were different from those experiences
traditionally offered in mathematics classrooms. Evaluation reports of the Numeracy
Development Project (Ministry of Education, 2005) highlighted enhanced teacher capability and
attained higher student proficiency levels for those involved with the Number Framework2
(Higgins, Bonne, & Fraser, 2004; Irwin & Niederer, 2002; Thomas & Tagg, 2005; Trinick &
Stevenson, 2006).
There was, however, more to learn about numeracy. There were richer stories to be told about
how numeracy reforms affect the teaching and learning process in disproportionate ways, how
they influence classroom mathematical practices, and how they change beliefs about mathematics
itself. The team believed that a broader investigation would tell us more than student
achievements and enhanced teacher practice.
The project was double edged: it involved an investigation into the equitable effects of numeracy
and an exploration of those factors associated with sustained changed practice. Building
knowledge about what being numerate entails would enable more precise development of
programme goals and a more precise definition of mathematical proficiency itself. In order to
maximise educational, social, and pedagogical potential four projects were formed.

Nested project 1: Teacher knowledge
Aim:

To investigate teachers’ numeracy knowledge and explore how teachers enact that
knowledge in their classrooms.

Project 1 focused on teacher knowledge and explored how teachers become learners within their
own classrooms. Teacher knowledge, according to a major international report, is a major
research priority for mathematics education (Rand Report, 2003). In expanding on that priority,
Ball, Lubienski, and Mewborn (2001), among others, have argued that teachers’ interpretation of
any reform, their management of the challenge of reform change, their use of curriculum

1
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The numeracy initiative in New Zealand comprises three MOE professional development programmes
for teachers: the Early Numeracy Project (Years 0–3), the Advanced Numeracy Project Years (4–6), and
the Numeracy Project for Years 7–10. It is proposed that by 2005 some 9000 teachers and 230, 000
students will have participated in the project.
The Number Framework is an initiative within the Numeracy Development Project to assist teachers,
parents, and students in understanding aspects to do with number.
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materials, their enactment of new practices, and their teaching of new content, all, to some extent,
rely on their knowledge of mathematics and pedagogical content knowledge.
In this project, we looked carefully at teacher knowledge to find out what teachers actually do in
their classrooms. We analysed the sorts of challenges to which numeracy teachers respond in the
course of their everyday practice. In particular, we investigated teachers’ understanding of the
subject matter and how they arrived at that understanding; their view of how to apply that
understanding to their teaching practice; and their knowledge about their students’ mathematical
development. All these were explored through the questions:
y

What content knowledges are demanded of numeracy teaching?

y

How is such knowledge “held” and used in teachers’ practice?

Nested project 2: Mathematical practices
Aim:

To investigate the development of students’ mathematical practices through a teaching
experiment designed to foster an environment of inquiry in the classroom.

Project 2 focused on understanding mathematical practices and how those practices are developed
by teachers and learned by students. “Mathematical practices” means more than what is normally
thought of as mathematical pedagogical knowledge. Competent mathematical practice depends on
the ways in which people approach, think about, and work with mathematical tools and ideas
(Ball & Bass, 2000; Boaler, 2003). It refers to what successful mathematical learners and users
actually do; for example, modelling, justifying claims, using symbolic notations efficiently,
defining terms precisely, and making generalisations.
Research (e.g., Boaler, 2003) has shown that the kinds of classroom practices with which a
teacher engages during the course of the professional development programme are often not
systematically cultivated; and, if cultivated, they are often not sustained in the classroom. Any
attempt to build personal and school growth and develop student proficiency must tap into the
complex factors which characterise the teaching community of the school. The research team
wanted to capture this complexity and identify and account for successive patterns in teacher
practice development. This was carried out by responding to the question:
y

How can teachers support of their students’ mathematical practices be developed through a
collaborative team effort, that involves initiation of an issue by a teacher or by teachers, and
the facilitation and resolution of the issue by the researcher and the other group members?
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Nested project 3: Numeracy practices from the learner’s perspective
Aim:

To investigate what numeracy means for the learner.

Nested project 3 focused on students’ interpretations of numeracy in the classroom. Nationwide
mathematics reforms have been the subject of extensive investigation (e.g., Askew et al., 1997;
Simon, 1995) and although many of those investigations have included students, almost all of
those studies have assumed an outsider’s perspective. Until very recently (e.g., Young-Loveridge,
2005) the voice of the student in the reform movement has largely been ignored. There has been
virtually no literature which engages directly with the perspectives of mathematics students
(Lubienski, 2000). This is a regrettable omission because numeracy classroom reforms implicate
students’ subjectivities in crucial ways. For example, in the reforms, students are considered
active participants of mathematical creation (Jacobs & Ambrose, 2003; Wood, Scott-Nelson,
Warfield, 2001). Given that students’ ways of knowing mathematics are related to the interactions
within the learning environment, it was timely to examine how the numeracy classroom practices
position students as appropriately numerate for the 21st century. This was explored through the
question: How are students’ identities and knowledges being reconceptualised and reformed
through new classroom practice?

Nested project 4: Teacher change
Aim:

To identify school community factors, and teacher-related factors that appear to facilitate
or inhibit the development of teaching practices as described through the Numeracy
Development Project.

Project 4 focused on factors that relate to individual teachers themselves, to the community of
teachers with whom they work closely, and to their wider school community. Given the
substantial professional development and supporting curriculum materials provided to teachers, it
was expected that teachers would adopt teaching strategies aligned with recommended changes in
the reforms. Recommended practices include student grouping according to strategies, increased
expectations for student active participation, enhanced levels of student communication, and so
forth. However, research (e.g., Spillane, 1999) into large-scale mathematics curriculum reforms
present mixed findings as to whether short-term changes translate readily to long-term changes in
teaching practices and whether or not such changes make a difference to student outcomes. Bobis
(2004) has found that teachers who implement reforms as they were intended, were supported
both practically and emotionally in their change efforts and worked within a professional context
of shared knowledge and shared thinking about what counted as numeracy teaching.
The exploration looked carefully at the interplay between teachers’ personal resources and
“external” support and incentives in the reform efforts. Specifically, it investigated how those
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factors merged to contribute to implementing and sustaining the Numeracy Development Project.
It did this through the questions:
y

What changes to practice, beliefs, knowledge, values, and ideas about teaching and learning
are evident in the short term and in the long term?

y

What programme and personal factors initiated those changes?

y

What teacher and school community factors contribute to the classroom teacher’s ability to
sustain those changes?

5

2. Research design

The four nested projects formed an interactive “research ecology” (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa,
Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003) to explore teaching and learning effects resulting from the
implementation of the Numeracy Development Project. The research ecology involved several
aspects concerned with the implementation of the Numeracy Development Project. The projects
employed a range of research methods to generate data and involved a multi-focused analysis of
classroom practices to assess the extent to which they engaged teachers and students, and whether
they were sustainable.
The four projects were:
y

Project 1:Teacher knowledge. This teaching experiment (Cobb, 2000) focused on a cluster of
eight teachers from three different schools examining, modifying and developing new
knowledge in relation to numeracy teaching. In this project, two researchers worked with
teachers.

y

Project 2: Mathematical practices. This teaching experiment began with seven teachers and
was successively refined to develop case studies of four teachers from the same school
working with the researcher to investigate communication practices and patterns of
interactions in the numeracy classroom. In this project one researcher worked with teachers.

y

Project 3: The learners’ perspective. This exploration looked at the perceptions of 60
students about numeracy classrooms, using both a collective and individual interview data.
In this project two researchers shared the interviewing of students.

y

Project 4: Teacher change. This project involved case studies of 12 schools which identified
changes in mathematics teaching practices. We explored the personal and external factors
which appeared to inhibit or facilitate the development of numeracy teaching practices. In
this project, two researchers shared the interviewing of school personnel.

Nested project 1: Teacher knowledge
The research directors approached several schools to gauge interest in project 1. Because a
number of schools were heavily committed in other areas, it took some time before the directors
located schools able to commit to the time frame for the collaborative research.
The principals and lead mathematics teachers of each of the three schools consulted with their
numeracy teachers and from those discussions three teachers each from two schools and two
teachers from the third school agreed to participate in the research. This group of eight teachers
formed a cluster group and, in time, became a supportive learning community. The group met
with two researchers on several occasions both at the university and in their schools. Specifically,
6

the whole team met for 2 full days and 7 full afternoons, as well as after school at the end of the
first year’s programme. During the second year the programme of research consolidated and the
researchers worked with two schools and four of the teachers from the first year’s programme.
The purpose of the first year’s cluster group was twofold:
y

to enable teachers to examine their current knowledge

y

to explore how teachers can modify or develop new mathematical knowledge in relation to
their numeracy teaching through examining their students’ thinking.

These purposes arose from the understanding that numeracy reforms require changes not only in
the ways that teachers assist students to learn, but also for changes in teachers’ own understanding
of mathematics. The project involved designing a method to assist teachers to modify their
knowledge.
The researchers and teachers met in March of the first year to plan and design the programme for
the year and to establish both immediate and long-term goals. Each meeting included the
following elements:
y

journal writing and discussions of significant moments in teaching and “learning to notice”

y

learning to notice the mathematics involved in learning through the use of three of the
teachers’ video clips

y

distribution of topical readings from research provided by the researchers

y

sharing of mathematically rich tasks to use in schools as the focus of teacher videoing.

The focus of the mathematical content and pedagogical knowledge in these sessions included, in
turn: place value, addition and subtraction, fractions, decimals, and proportional reasoning. Two
sessions were devoted to place value and two were set aside for fractions. The researchers
initiated discussion with the cluster group at each session by focusing on a range of tasks,
investigations, and assessment activities relevant to the content knowledge in question. Teachers
then shared video case studies from their own teaching with their own students to explore the
mathematics content under consideration. The ensuing discussion was facilitated by the
researchers and centred on the concepts underpinning classroom mathematics, the representations
used to explore the concepts, and specific student questions or strategies evidenced. Instructional
strategies were analysed and assessed by the cluster group for effectiveness, in relation to the
criteria that evolved during the preceding discussions.
During the second year the researchers met initially with the four teachers to plan the research.
They then undertook two trials, videotaping two lessons and interviewing the teachers
immediately following the lessons. During the research, each of the four teachers was videotaped
four times and each watched and discussed the clips of their teaching, with a researcher. All of the
discussions from Year 1 and Year 2 were audiotaped. Some of the discussion from Year 1 was
also videotaped.
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The sources of data were:
y

audiotaping of discussions at the meetings

y

teachers’ journal entries of significant mathematical moments between meetings

y

videotapes of classroom episodes as provided by the teachers and the researchers

y

researchers’ field notes

y

group discussion following written questionnaire

y

taped individual interviews at the completion of the research.

These exposed the content knowledge demands associated with teaching numeracy and enabled
the researchers to track and analyse instances of change in teachers’ content knowledge, both
mathematical and pedagogical, over time. Sherin’s (2002) framework for understanding what
effective teachers do in the process of change assisted analysis of how individual teacher’s
content knowledge is transformed, adapted, and negotiated. Franke et al. (2001) levels of
engagement with children’s mathematical thinking were also used to examine teacher changes in
relation to beliefs.

Nested project 2: Mathematical practices
The researcher’s previous links with the school and principal contributed to this school’s ready
involvement in nested project 2. Students at the low decile school were predominantly from New
Zealand Māori and Pasifika ethnic groupings.
In Term 1, the researcher and teachers focused on shaping the project objectives and on building
collaborative relationships. This involved the researcher working in class alongside teachers, and
sometimes taking parts of a lesson, using the numeracy teaching model and numeracy material.
The researcher and the principal agreed that all members of the teaching staff would have an
opportunity to be involved in the early stages of the project, before the initial research group of
seven teachers in the middle and upper school was established through self-selection.
All teachers participated in reading and discussing informally research articles on mathematics
numeracy teaching, provided by the researcher. The selected articles offered possible models of
classroom communication and participation structures. Some articles provided evidence of how
teachers had developed inquiry-model classrooms, others described how to structure
communication and participation patterns for inquiry and argumentation, while yet others
explored activities, questioning, and interactional strategies which led to students engaging in the
various mathematical practices (e.g., Sherin Mendez, & Louis, 2004; Wood & McNeal, 2003).
The teachers also viewed and discussed the DVD Powerful Practices (Carpenter & Romberg,
2004) which illustrated how students engaged successfully in mathematical practices.
Since the particular focus was on the development of communication practices, and the creation
of discourse norms and patterns of interaction in the classroom, the readings, together with the
researcher’s facilitation of them, guided the research teams (which comprised two syndicates: one
middle school and the other senior school) in planning their own communication trajectory as
8

they worked at implementing numeracy reforms. This trajectory (see Table 1 ) took the form of a
Table and was composed of teacher actions matched with student actions. It mapped the various
communication/participation strategies for development of various mathematical practices. It
illustrated an envisioned developmental route by which teachers’ practices and students’
mathematical discourse and activity might evolve in the classroom. Since the table mapped out
their short-term communication goals for the classroom, the trajectory was continually being
revised.
Table 1 Hypothetical communication and participation trajectory
Mathematical

Stage One

Stage Two

Stage Three

Establish the concept of
a wait time or a
think time for students
before answering
questions or making
conjectures

Students paired to
collaboratively support
each other, rehearse
explanations,
justifications and
practise questioning
the reasoning used in
the explanation

Stage Four

Practice
Establish active listening

Interactional
Strategies

Establish the concept of a
collaborative learning
community where all
members need to
participate in shared
construction of explanation
and communication of
mathematical reasoning
Establish the concept of a
safe learning environment
where the students know
that they are safe to take
risks in asking questions,
making explanations and
stating own lack of
understanding

Developing
explanatory
reasoning

Developing
explanatory
justification

Explain mathematical
reasoning conceptually
using the problem context.
Make the explanations
experientially real for the
audience
Use a range of questions
(what, where, is that, can
you show us, explain what
you did) which clarify a
section of an explanation or
provide further information
about the reasoning used
Indicate agreement or
disagreement with an
explanation

Establish the use of a
wait time or a think time
for students to support
them reflectively
analysing and
reconstructing
reasoning, answer
questions or prepare
justification
Facilitate space in
explanations to allow for
questioning and
sense making
Make explanations
which focus on
explaining the reasoning
and strategy and not the
answer
Describe strategies fully
and be able to provide
further explanation if
required

Teacher revoicing of
explanations
justifications to make
them accessible to all
listeners

Use rich relational
knowledge to revise
and/or extend
explanations in
response to further
questioning related to
the reasoning used
Provide alternative
explanations

Provide logical reasons
for either agreeing or
disagreeing

Explain and justify an
explanation or solution
logically

Use a range of
questions (but how do
you know it works, why,
how, show me,
convince us, so what
happens if, are you
sure) which challenge
an explanation
mathematically and
which require
justification of the
reasoning used

Respond to
questioning and
challenge and provide
further justification
including alternative
strategies
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Describe own
means (not
teacher, text,
technology,
algorithmic rule,
more
knowledgeable
other) to justify or
validate reasoning
Resolve
disagreement by
discussing the
viability of various
solution methods

Table 1 (contd.)

Developing
modelling and
autonomous
problem solving

Developing
making
generalisations

Developing
using inscriptions
(symbols,
diagrams) and
other
representations

Developing
defining strategies
and mathematical
terms

Discuss, interpret and
reinterpret problems to
make them easier to
understand

Discuss and make links
with own prior knowledge.
Compare and contrast own
mathematical reasoning
with that of others.

Discuss and describe the
use of a range of
representations which
support an explanation

Use correct language to
describe actions in
explanations

Make conjectures of
possible solution
pathways and discuss
the results of testing
them

Make hypotheses
about, and begin to
describe mathematical
patterns and
connections as cases of
something

Discuss and describe
the models used for
explanations clearly and
conceptually as actions
on quantities not
manipulation of symbols
using appropriate
inscriptions or
representation
Ask clarifying questions
if representations or
inscriptions used to
model explanations are
not clear
Asks questions which
elicit further examples or
explanation and
clarification of strategy
or term if not understood

Formulate models of
and models for the
ideas or situations in
problems.
Revise and refine
conjectured strategies
through discussion
before and after
application.
Analyse and make
comparisons between
explanations.
Explain and justify a
mathematically
different, or more
efficient or
sophisticated
explanation
Discuss, explore and
analyse mathematical
patterns and
connections and
provide further
examples
Describe and use
alternative inscriptions
or representations to
further justify reasoning
Interpret and discuss
inscriptions and
representations used
by others and compare
and contrast with own
use

Use questions (so
why is it, does it
always work, does
it work for all
numbers, is it
always true, why
does that happen,
is there a different
way) which result
in generalising
from one model for
the situation to
multiple models of
the situation

Be able to explain
and use translation
across
representations as
needed to clarify or
justify reasoning

Provide clear
explanations using
appropriate
mathematical
language with
strategies and terms
appropriately used or
clearly defined
Reword and re-explain
mathematical terms or
strategies using
examples to illustrate

Term 2 involved the researcher working collaboratively with a smaller group of five teachers.
These teachers engaged in regular study group meetings in which research literature and material
from the Numeracy Professional Development Project books were examined and discussed. The
teachers used their trajectories to map their progress. Their pathways were unique to individual
teacher’s development of the different practices in accord with the content they were teaching in
the classrooms and also what matched their students’ current needs.
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Video clips of their classroom teaching were critiqued collaboratively. The communication and
participation trajectory was continually reviewed and revised as a result of the teachers’
observations and reflections of their mathematical practices in their own classrooms. The
relationship between the learning trajectory and teachers’ day-to-day judgements in the classroom
served as an important means of support for teachers in their development of, and students’ active
participation in, mathematical practices.
In Term 3, study group meetings continued with a smaller group of four case study teachers and
data were generated from video observations and subsequent critiques a teaching peer. Data
collection was completed in the middle of the last term, Term 4. A final study group meeting was
held to examine the teachers’ respective journeys within their mathematical classrooms.
Analysis of data took place chronologically by creating codes, categories, patterns and themes.
The teachers and the researcher, in collaborative partnership, identified critical incidents where
members of the classroom community appeared to be negotiating new ways to communicate and
engage in mathematical practices. Ongoing analysis provided insight about how communication
patterns develop and how students’ engagement in mathematical practices is enhanced.

Nested project 3: Numeracy practices from the learner’s perspective
Nested project 3 explored what students have to say about themselves as learners in a numeracy
project school. The principal research method involved interviews in which 60 students from 12
primary schools talked about learning numeracy in their classrooms. The data generation built on
the method of group and individual interviewing as reported by Reay and Wiliam (1999) in their
numeracy learners’ views.
Cluster groups of four to eight students, forming a representative spread of Years 4–6 students,
from the 12 schools met with the researcher and provided a collective voice about what numeracy
means for them. The group arrived at a collective experience, prompted by a discussion of what
numeracy would be like for a fictional student in the numeracy classroom. The “collective voice”
approach was chosen over the questionnaire, or an exclusively individual method, for two
reasons: first, to manage the data, and, second, to retain some of the richness of what the students
said. The researcher focused the interview questions on the fictional character, chosen by the
students. For example, one group of students chose to talk of “Kim”.
Typically, the researcher asked a range of questions including:
y

What is maths like for Kim?

y

What sort of things does Kim like to do most in maths?

y

What group is Kim in? Are the other people in Kim’s group about the same maths level?

y

What happens if Kim gets stuck in maths?

y

What strategies has Kim been learning in maths lately?

y

When you are listening to other people’s strategies, do you find it interesting or confusing?

y

What does Kim feel about talking to the class?
11

The “fictional student” strategy had been used successfully in earlier work by Barton, Anthony,
and colleagues (1995) in their investigation into learners’ ideas about the 1992 mathematics
curriculum change. The strategy provided students with a sense of anonymity—a sense that their
own feelings and experiences were someone else’s.
In six of the schools, students were also interviewed individually. Four students from each school
answered reasonably structured questions. Their responses provided a complementary element to
the collective voice and offered rich detail about experience as a student in a numeracy classroom.

Nested Project 4: Teacher change
Teacher change was explored through a case study approach within each of 12 schools previously
involved in the Numeracy Development Project. Given that the focus in this project was on the
identification of factors that appear to facilitate or inhibit the development of numeracy teaching
practices, we talked with individual school personnel within the schools. The main method for
collecting data was individual interviews with principals, lead mathematics teachers, numeracy
teachers, and new teachers within each of the schools. Each interview took at least half of an hour.
A sample of the interview questions is as follows:

Principal
What did you hope would be the most significant outcomes of the numeracy project in your
school?
To what extent have these been met?
What barriers to successful implementation did your school experience?
How is your school monitoring the project?

Lead mathematics teacher
As lead mathematics teacher what was your role during the implementation of the project?
In your experience have some teachers adopted some aspects of the project more than others?
Do you think all teachers have changed their mathematics teaching practices?
What do you think are the most important factors in sustaining the project?

Numeracy teacher
What incentives or obligations were there for you to change your mathematics teaching practices?
Could you outline any changes to school organisation or your own practices as a result of the
project?
What changes did you make in the short term but haven’t continued?
What are the major things about maths or maths teaching that you know now that you didn’t know
before?

12

Analysis of the audiotaped interview data allowed an investigation of the interplay between
teachers’ and schools’ personal resources and the “external” incentives that enabled them to
engage with the opportunities developed from the Numeracy Development project. Spillane’s
(1999) work of “enactment zones” was drawn upon to guide the analysis. In particular, it guided
the analysis of teacher beliefs and knowledge; clarity and valuing of the programme’s vision;
coherence, consistency and immediacy of support within the school; and priority of resourcing of
the programme.

Ethics approval
The project leaders made three successful applications to the Massey University Human Ethics
Committee for project ethical approval. Projects 1 and 2 were applied for separately. Projects 3
and 4 were applied for jointly.
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3. Building capability and capacity

The project team
The project team comprised:
y

coprincipal investigators
−

Associate Professor Glenda Anthony and Dr Margaret Walshaw (Massey
University)

y

associate researchers
−

y

Bobbie Hunter, Ngaire Davies, and Karen Walker (Massey University)

the schools and teachers and students
−

Nested project 1: Takaro School, St Mary’s School, and Ashhurst School

−

Nested project 2: Don Buck Primary School

−

Nested projects 3 and 4 (12 schools from the Wellington, Manawatu, Hawkes Bay
regions)

Researcher capability development
The research team met formally several times as a whole group, initially to establish priorities and
later to discuss work-in-progress of the individual nested projects. Through these formal as well
as informal meetings, not only did researchers’ capabilities expand, but their knowledge about
teaching and learning was significantly enhanced. The project 2 researcher, based in another city,
was in regular email contact with the project leaders to share views on the programme of working
with teachers, to ask for advice and feedback, to share literature, and to inform on progress of the
teaching experiment in the school. The project leaders also visited this research school,
completing interviews with three students, attending a teacher cluster group meeting and meeting
with the principal to discuss the outcomes of the project and seek her views about the impact on
teachers and student learning.
Individual researchers within the team had the requisite skills and expertise, at differing levels of
experience, to accomplish the functions associated with conducting the investigations and for
carrying out a systematic analysis. For the programme leaders, the research provided a unique
opportunity to build the strengths of new researchers involved with project 1 and the researcher
involved with project 2. This capability building evolved through mentoring processes. The more
14

experienced researchers involved with projects 3 and 4 developed a wider set of skills and
important networks with teachers and schools all of which are crucial to the breaking down old
divides between teachers and researchers and between practice and theory. The skills and
networks also contributed to an expansion of the knowledge base on the effects of national
initiatives.

Teacher capability development
The project represented a strategic programme of research and development, appropriate for the
needs of teachers and learners within New Zealand numeracy classrooms. Changing core
dimensions of teaching for better learning, as is advocated in the Numeracy Development Project,
is difficult and complex work. The project directly impacted on teachers, and enabled them to
gain expertise as they researched their own practice. Teachers became learners as they planned
and reflected, as well as enacting moment-to-moment work while in the process of engaging and
sustaining those forms of practice advocated in numeracy reforms. Teachers were assisted to
recognise teaching and learning opportunities by uncovering practices involved in learning, doing,
and using mathematics. By making mathematical practice more visible to teachers, by articulating
more clearly the intellectual tools needed by teachers and students to engage more successfully
with numeracy ideas, and by providing the support of a professional learning community,
teachers’ numeracy focus, their classroom tasks, discourse patterns, roles, and responsibilities
changed as their knowledge was transformed.
The teachers within projects 1 and 2 attributed their growth in numeracy pedagogical
effectiveness, to many factors, but of particular note was their recognition that it took
considerable time to change their beliefs about how they should teach mathematics and how their
diverse groups of students should learn mathematics. These changes were supported through
viewing video evidence of their own interactions with their students and documenting evidence
that their students were achieving at levels beyond which they had expected.
Project 2 teachers became active contributors in the local mathematics community. One joined the
researcher at the New Zealand Numeracy hui in 2005 to present her perspective on how she had
used the hypothetical trajectory to shift her students toward engaging in quality mathematical
practices. Two teachers have presented a mathematical workshop at the local Mathematics
Association meeting. The researchers involved with projects 1 and 2 have had three papers
accepted for publication in the Australasian researchers’ conference on aspects of their Teaching
and Learning Research Initiative findings and have made several presentations on findings at local
and national mathematics teacher workshops.
Findings from project 3 were also used successfully on several occasions with groups of
numeracy facilitators to challenge their understandings of change within numeracy classrooms.
Video clips of students from current numeracy classes, assembled alongside parallel clips from
students 10 years ago provided much stimulus to explore what has changed and what has stayed
the same for young learners in mathematics classes.
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4. Project findings

Making teaching and learning the focal point enabled the research project team to connect
mathematics and teaching more closely in ways that contribute to the improvement of teacher
education, policy, and practice.

Project 1: Teacher knowledge
Summary of major findings
We found that as a result of their participation in the research, teachers’ content knowledge
improved and this had significant impact on their classroom practice. In particular:
y

Teachers benefited significantly from their participation within a small community of
learners that provided the support and mentoring necessary to allow them to develop new
pedagogical knowledge.

y

During the change process teachers transformed, adapted, or negotiated content knowledge
in practice (Sherin, 2002).

y

The Numeracy Development Project brought a new language. Getting to grips with the
vocabulary was not easy for some teachers.

y

Teachers’ experimentation with high-quality problem-based tasks helped them see how to
use the instructional material in their classrooms and helped change their beliefs about
learning mathematics.

We provide a snapshot of cases here to highlight the changes in the ways that the teachers noticed
mathematics in their students’ learning. “Learning to notice” is a key teaching characteristic in
promoting changes in content knowledge (Sherin, 2002). At the beginning of the year, the
teachers tended to focus on children’s behaviour and procedural mathematics when viewing
videos supplied both by us and their own teaching episodes. As the year progressed, teachers
became more aware of the significant mathematical moments as evidenced in their teaching
videos and when reviewing the videos of others. This is illustrated by a comment from Mike:
Having a look at the video and seeing how much talking I’m actually doing. I’m definitely
learning from watching myself in action. I used to think this was a great lesson the kids are
getting the things out of it, but then when you just mention that now … hell, you know, I did
jump in a bit too much. I needed to shut up and let the kids do the talking, they would have
learnt a lot more instead of saying YES YES YES and me thinking I’ve done a good lesson.
And what had they learned? I hadn’t even asked them! And didn’t even talk about them.
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As a result of their own listening and questioning, teachers began to notice changes in their
teaching behaviours as they transformed, adapted, and negotiated their mathematical knowledge
within the context of their own mathematics teaching. Responses from the initial interview
provided an insight into the degree of change brought about by the Numeracy Development
Project for one teacher. Joe appeared to be very much transforming new materials into his existing
practices. When asked to describe his mathematics teaching at the beginning of the year, Joe
responded:
The last two years that I have been teaching I was fortunate enough to go through the
Numeracy Project so that gave me a grounding on the Numeracy Project. I was using
numeracy in the classroom and the numeracy way of teaching but at the start of the year I
guess I was using a balance of pulling out stuff from the Numeracy Project and using it in
conjunction with what had been done previously.

All teachers improved their ability to notice. As the project progressed some improved more than
others. This was often dependent on the cognitive demands made on their content knowledge.
Teachers’ awareness of the types of questions they asked also changed. Teachers were noticing
changes in their teaching as they implemented their lessons. They were beginning to ask fewer
directive questions. When Joe was asked to clarify a comment he made about “better questions”
his response was:
Because in a lot of ways, my questioning was directly leading the student to the right
answer. I was in some ways influencing their answer and it wasn’t giving them a chance to
think about the … Asking better questions and more open-ended questions. So why did you
think that? What made you think that? Why are you doing that? How are you doing that?
How do you know that’s right? Does anyone else see that, can you explain it again so
everyone else can see what you’re doing?

Linked closely to this change in questioning was the change in wait time. The teachers noticed
when reflecting on their maths teaching an increase in the time they waited for a student to
respond. As they became more confident questioners, teachers became more comfortable with
allowing the students more time to think about and formulate their responses. Joe responded:
Pause time, giving kids time to answer the questions. Cause I’m noticing a lot more what
they are doing with hands, and don’t just give them the answer to push them along. It is
often important for the groups learning to actually stop and listen and give them time to
figure it out and talk about what they are doing.

All teachers volunteered that their planning had to change. Teachers became more adaptable in
their teaching and no longer needed to adhere strictly to formal planning and lesson delivery of
the past. This recognition illustrates a progression towards a more adaptable approach to teaching,
with teachers allowing themselves scope to negotiate, rather than transform new material into an
existing teaching approach. Mike commented:
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I won’t plan the whole week now. I’ll just plan today, and I will have an outline of what we
will focus on for the week, but I’ll just plan a day and then after we’ve done that I’ll look at
what we’ll do the next day … I still actually use the numeracy books, more as guidance
now, where as before I was using them more like a programme. We have a lot more
problems and use that as a guide, what things can I do with different groups.

However, all teachers expressed an uncertainty from not knowing “where to next?” To negotiate
successfully teachers need to demonstrate a significant change in the direction of the lesson
(Sherin, 2002). This uncertainty of “where to next?” indicates that perhaps very few of the
teachers in the study were fully negotiating their way through this mathematical reform.
It is probably my skill of knowing “where to next?” They will come up with something and
I will think that isn’t in my lesson plan, but where shall we take that next? Kind of thing.
Because it is not prescriptive as such, being aware and conscious of what questions I am
going to ask, and if they come up with something else what am I going to do after that?
Especially if they go out on a tangent, it is quite good learning to go on that tangent. Also,
where are we going to go to next if we have learned that key concept we might learn it in a
different way or use different numbers and I am thinking what are we going to do after that?
(Rachel)

Rachel’s concern indicated a possible lack of depth in her content knowledge, both subject
knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. She realised she did not understand the teaching
pathway. Yet she had made great strides in that pathway by learning to notice in the classroom.
Joe summed the change he said:
Something that I’ve learned this year is that you can let the children guide a lot of the
learning, it’s OK to stop and smell the roses a little bit. If something comes up, that’s a great
little teaching moment—go for it—grab it—even if it goes off on a tangent somewhere,
rather than having to just stick to the book—close the book—someone’s brought up that
idea so let’s talk about that.

Conclusion
If teachers are going to provide students with appropriate mathematical challenges and assist the
students to gain meaning, they need to be able to access their own content knowledge whilst
engaged in the act of teaching. It is crucial teachers are able to notice the significant mathematical
moments and respond appropriately. As the teachers involved in this research learnt to notice, it
became clear that this impacted on other aspects of their mathematics teaching. All commented on
how their questioning had become more open ended and how this in turn affected their planning.
Teachers changed their planning to highlight the major concepts to be developed and increasingly
they were able to adapt instructional materials to support learning rather to direct it. Their
interactions with students reflected an increased flexibility and openness to student ideas. During
teaching, the teachers allowed students more time to think and whilst involved in this wait time,
they were actively watching the students to gain clues into their thinking and understanding.
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Project 2: Mathematical practices
Summary of major findings
Building up student participation norms occurred over months not weeks as students gradually
learnt what it means to question specific sections of explanation, expect justification and proof or
argue mathematically. Engagement in quality mathematical practices was a result of the teacher
steadily expecting increased levels of participation. The main findings were:
y

Students need explicit scaffolding of ways in which they can use inquiry to work together
when problem solving, enquire into the thinking of others in small groups and large groups,
and challenge the thinking of others.

y

Teachers need to provide students with time and space to think within inquiry classrooms
and this thinking is facilitated on the basis of how each student interacts with others.

y

Over time, positioning in the classroom shifted as the teacher increasingly facilitated and the
students increasingly expected mathematical explanations to be justified and if necessary
proved using multiple ways.

The teachers in this study had been participants in the New Zealand Numeracy Development
Project 2 years previously and used Numeracy Development Project lesson outlines in their Year
7 and Year 8 classrooms. The teachers had embraced reform to a degree but were ambivalent in
their beliefs about the value of communication, and had voiced their concerns about the length of
time mathematical discussions took in mathematics lessons. They reflected this in their classroom
practices. The students were encouraged to generate a range of strategies and solutions which they
then described to a larger group within a context of strategy reporting. The focus, however, was
on taking turns. Opportunities to extend mathematical thinking from explanations were not used.
We report here on the pathway taken by one teacher (Moana) and the progress she made on
developing mathematical thinking in her students during the research. During the research year
Moana’s use of discourse alternated between being a participant in the discourse, acting as a
model for the discourse, and being a commentator on how students were talking using the
mathematical discourse. In order to structure the discourse towards inquiry and challenge, Moana
simultaneously employed talk as a tool to describe and to model the ways in which the students
should engage in the discourse of inquiry and argumentation. Additionally, she used discourse as
a tool to provide models of student use of the developing mathematical discourse.
At the beginning of the research, Moana’s focus was on developing expectations of active and
collective engagement of all students in the mathematical discourse:
I want you to talk to each other before you even touch the sticks. Lots of talking and
listening. I might ask you what someone in your group said, not you, so you need to discuss
things please and make sense of what someone else says. Listen carefully to each other. I
want you to discuss what is happening in your patterns of two … and how many you have.
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To realise her immediate goal of building a supportive mathematics community Moana frequently
used the words “we” and “us” when asking questions during discussions. By including herself in
the discourse, she indicated that she considered herself a participant of the community with
similar obligations to the students:
Can you show us what four groups of four look like because we want to think of other ways
than adding on or skip counting don’t we?

At the same time, Moana scaffolded the students to use questions which elicited further
explanatory information. Engaging in the discourse of inquiry was a new experience for many of
these students and so it was not unusual for a student to begin an explanation, or start to question,
then hesitate and stop and say “Oh I forgot”. Within this supportive environment the students
knew they could withdraw to rethink and reshape their thoughts without losing “face”.
For the students, as novices in an environment of inquiry and challenge, explaining and
answering questions about the mathematical thinking potentially posed considerable risks to their
self-esteem. To encourage student confidence, Moana regularly described or affirmed incidences
of risk taking she observed:
Is there anyone else who can model another equivalent fraction? Good, Rona, for taking a
risk like this, just go ahead and construct another fraction the same.

Students were also guided in ways they could “politely” question and challenge an explanation
given by another student. Moana balanced a need for students to gain immediate clarification of
sections of an explanation with a need to maintain the explainer’s confidence. In the early stage of
the research, the students would indicate that they wanted to speak by putting up their hands and
Moana would act as a conduit. However, toward the end of the research period, she recorded a
reflective statement that indicated that she saw need for changes to the communication and
participation structure:
The students are starting to engage in debate and risk taking. I am setting the scene to try
and get this to happen more and more. Opportunities here exist for children to ask and
dispute and so I need to let the children guide their own questioning and discussion more.

Moana recognised that within this safe learning environment the students were able to engage
increasingly in the discourse of inquiry and debate. She recorded reflectively:
A real need to move, shift from the surface questions or practising how to … to take a good
look up close and personal, shift thinking to challenging, justifying, validating, creating
other possibilities.

At a midpoint in the research year, discussion between Moana and the researcher, the use of video
observation reviews, and Moana’s reflections culminated in increased pressure on the students to
justify their reasoning. She also spent time scaffolding the students in ways to engage in
mathematical talk when working in small discussion groups. She gave direct attention to the
development of specific patterns of discourse, as the students were coached in ways to question
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each other, in order to deepen their reasoning. She reiterated the need for collaborative support,
but also emphasised that sense making evolved from questioning and challenge:
If you do not understand something ask somebody in your group because you know people
everybody understands more when you work together with your talking and looking out for
everybody in your group. That’s your whanau [family]. You make sure they understand as
much as you so Te Paaki asks Ioane and Ioane asks Anaru right? I do not want to see those
looks of absolute confusion on peoples faces. I want to see faces where lots of talking,
questioning and looking at the thinking, challenging the thinking has taken place.

Moana recognised the need for the students to learn how to disagree and challenge. However, she
also indicated in an interview midway through the study that this was a practice with which
students needed time to become more confident and comfortable. Moana effectively developed
students’ confidence by using models of student actions to show how they had worked together.
She also affirmed specific individuals who had actively supported group members to challenge
thinking or to promote argumentation:
There’s lots of really interesting korero going on. I really spent most of my time with this
group because they were having problems and arguments and Wiremu was really good …
you were really good in that position Wiremu, you were helping your group and you weren’t
giving out the answers and that's really good but you were really pushing them to think. Yes
you had everyone talking about and discussing how they were going to sort out the ideas.
You were challenging and other people were following your lead so the arguing was really
kapai.

In accordance with the hypothetical trajectory that she had established with the researcher, Moana
shifted the focus on to students providing explanatory justification of their reasoning. She
included an expectation for them to be more precise with their questioning and a requirement to
challenge other students’ reasoning where appropriate. To realise these expectations Moana
provided the students with explicit scaffolds:
I want you people asking questions. After or throughout the explanation ask questions. Why
did you come to that decision? Or why did you use those numbers? Or can you convince me
that this one works?

For Moana, a noticeable shift (both observed and reported in self-reflections) had occurred at
midpoint in the research study. This was evident in the nature of her questioning. Questions
shifted towards asking students to make comparisons and analyse the reasoning. The students
confidently agreed or disagreed, analysed the explanation of another group and provided
convincing reasons to support the conjecture that the explanations were similar:

Conclusion
Reforming classroom cultures is challenging and complex. The use of a series of communication
trajectories provided an important reflective tool for change. Within the teaching experiment, the
communication and participation trajectory was successively reviewed and used to scaffold the
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teachers’ enactment of an inquiry discourse, in their classroom. Over the year, the teachers were
increasingly able to support groups of diverse students’ as they engaged in productive
mathematical inquiry and argumentation. Expectations and obligations for communicating and
participating in mathematical reasoning were formulated and reformulated as the teachers shifted
the mathematical classroom discourse from explaining and questioning to justifying and
challenging reasoning.
As a teacher in the project reflected:
You know when we first started talking about these things called mathematical practices I
don’t think anyone of us really understood what they were and we were just going like yeah,
yeah, yeah. But for me looking at the video clips of my classroom one day I heard myself
ask some questions like why or how and then the kids were really getting into the maths. I
think all three of us … and other teachers have taken them, too, have used the framework
and I don’t really use it all the time now but it does keep me thinking about how the kids are
talking and that’s how I have got them justifying.

Project 3: Numeracy practices from the learner’s perspective
Students were asked to comment on the experiences of a typical student in their mathematics
class. They were asked to do this by imagining a new student arriving in their class. They
described that student and the teacher and the range of activities and expectations that would
happen in the mathematics lesson. They identified what mathematics the student did, how the
lesson was organised, how groups were formed, and the participation and communication patterns
in the classroom. They also talked about the mathematical strategies the student used, basic facts,
the maths exercise book the student used and the equipment available for use in mathematics.
When asked to describe the imaginary student, the focus groups consistently described a student
who was doing quite well in mathematics, “she gets most of her work correct”. While many adults
may remember mathematics as a hurdle and a challenge and with little relevance, results from the
learner’s perspective suggest that the Numeracy Development Project is helping change people’s
impressions. Students now look forward to mathematics. For many, mathematics is their favourite
subject. In particular, students enjoy doing:
y

“adding, subtraction … doing his [the fictional student] pluses”

y

“multiplying … times tables … basic facts tests”

y

“games, some of them are really good for learning, like helping add numbers”

y

“games where you win”

y

“working on the mat, because she [the fictional student] gets to explore it more when she’s
with the teacher.”

Students also reported awareness about the way the teacher talks to them and the way the teachers
demonstrate caring about students’ mathematics understanding.
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y

“She smiles; she’s kind and not grumpy.”

y

“She might help you when no one knows in your group how to do something.”

y

“The teacher talks to them and tells them how to do things.”

y

“Sometimes she comes around and asks how we’re going and we’re solving out the problems
and if she finds that we’re finding them hard, then sometimes she gets involved.”

Understandably, not everything has changed in mathematics classrooms. The exercise books still
have little squares, and students still tend to draw a line down the middle of the page and work
down the left then right sides. And there are some things that students do not enjoy:
y

“Figure it Out books when you endlessly write questions and answers.”

y

“Tests where you write everything.”

y

“Take aways.”

What has changed in all classrooms is the grouping arrangements. Students, unlike those in the
past (as shown in classroom video work from ten years ago) are organised in groups, and report
participating in whole-class discussions about mathematics. Within the classes, students are
grouped for specific activities and for ease of access to the teacher: “We work in two groups—one
on the mat with the teacher and one at their desks”. For the most part students were very clear that
grouping arrangements were determined by achievement levels, often formed on the basis of
student competence as demonstrated by work on specific problems: “The people who aren’t very
good at maths go in the lower group and the people who are more skilled go in the highest group”.
Students accepted this arrangement, but with some reservations: “Jo’s in the middle group … she
doesn’t really mind being the average because she can try and be in the top group”.
In contrast to the mathematics classroom of the past, students expected to work with peers and in
groups. Peers provide a structure that contributes towards students’ learning. One student put it
like this: “Jo [the fictional student] likes talking to her friends about solving and stuff”. While the
students reported that they found it helpful to work with others, they were also clear that it was
also important to have time alone to think and work quietly away from the demands of others. As
one student said: “For certain things, Jo likes working by him/herself, but Jo does quite enjoy
group work”.
Students talked about explaining their mathematical strategies to the rest of their small group or
the class but just how these numeracy classrooms provided students with the incentives and
scaffolding to work together at solving mathematical problems was not so transparent. For some
students they appeared to be familiar and comfortable working in a collaborative arrangement:
y

“Jo [the fictional student] likes working in a group because she might get stuck on an
answer, they might get together, say it was a really hard question, they might work out little
bits and gather them together.”

y

“It’s interesting because what if they have a different way and Jo might try and work out
how they do it as well.”
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But for other students the sharing of work meant teacher validation of one’s thinking:
y

“Like in the groups the teacher picks up the people who have worked hard and understand it
and can share it to the class, like two or three people to explain it.”

y

“She [the fictional student] could read out her answers if the teacher’s already marked them
and said they were alright, she could read them out to the class so they could mark their
work.”

In these classrooms, the students with the mathematics expertise are used as a resource: “If he’s’
quite brainy they might learn something”. The move to a more discussion-based classroom,
whether it be peers, group or whole class, is a departure from mathematics primary classrooms of
ten years ago—however, practices associated with public sharing of strategies need to be
implemented with an ethic of care and respect. In both the individual interviews, with the second
grouping of schools, and the focus group interviews, it was common for students—both
self-reported high and lower achievers—to report considerable unease when required to explain
their solution strategies or thinking process:
y

“I nearly started to cry in front of the whole class because Miss M put me under pressure. I
had to answer one question that I didn’t know.”

y

“Jo [the fictional student] feels a bit nervous sometimes.”

While a few students felt confident, most felt that when talking publicly it was “best to think it out
before you say it out loud”. It was encouraging to talk with one group who reported that in their
class “it was alright to get it wrong. Because the teacher said you can always learn from it; so it
doesn’t matter if you make a mistake”.
The language involved in sharing strategies appeared to be based more on the “showing lots of
different ways”. Basic fact recall and knowledge was frequently reported as being the keystone to
being a “good” mathematics student, but students also reported that “knowing how to work out
stuff” was important. From student reports about the kind of things that they shared, there
appeared to be little evidence that strategy-sharing practices in these classes had moved beyond
explanations to a format of justification and argumentation of the mathematics involved. When
asked to provide some examples of things that are important to know, and pressed for
explanations about how they worked things out, we were reminded that knowledge at this stage of
development is for many fragile and in progress. Students frequently provided examples of
strategies being misapplied and there was little evidence that students were confident in selfchecking answers:
I’m better at 9 time tables cos you just go say if it was 6 x 9 you just go 60 then you subtract
9. And I’ve been practising, Mum does these test things, she writes up times tables.
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Just as research in the past has found that students separate their informal knowledge and their
school knowledge into discrete compartments, this was also evident in students’ reports within
this study.
We also asked students about the role of mathematics. Students believed that mathematics was
important and useful both now and in the future:
y

“It helps you work out lots of things.”

y

“When you’re older you might be able to teach your kids—if they don’t know how to do
things for homework you could help them out a little bit.”

y

“If she [the fictional student] gets a job, she might have to work with money.”

y

“It’s really important when you grow up, because if you love a competition it helps you win
things.”

Conclusion
The project found evidence that students appeared, for the most part, to enjoy mathematics and
feel actively involved in the process of learning mathematics. There is, within the numeracy
classrooms, a real potential for students to develop a sense of ownership in their learning as a
result of increased levels of classroom communication, a focus on sense making, and the
provision of an enriching, caring environment that allows children to access important
mathematical concepts and relationships. In this new environment students spend more time
working with groups than with the whole class. Groups mean changes in the ways students
interact with teachers. For some students, their reports suggested that group work appeared to be
mostly a way of differentiating instructional provision. Within groups, many students reported a
focus on individual task completion. There were few reported examples of students working
collaboratively on extended problems.
Whether the practices in numeracy type classrooms are making a difference for children’s
mathematical learning is a question that needs further exploration. We know from research
literature that an increase complexity in children’s expressed mathematical thinking is closely
related to the types of interaction patterns that differentiate class discussions. While we did not
observe classroom lessons in this nested study, we did explore students’ perceptions of how
interacting with peers and teachers impacts on their mathematical identity and learning. It was
clear from the students’ responses, both in groups and individually, that different classroom
cultures provided different opportunities for students to engage in mathematical practices
involving inquiry and validation of mathematical knowledge. Those classrooms that are rich in
opportunities for mathematical inquiry get to the heart of what being a “novice mathematician”
truly entails.
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Project 4: Teacher change
The investigation examined the interplay of teachers’ personal resources with “external”
incentives. The findings offer an insight into what it means for teachers and school to get “on
board” with numeracy reform ideas.

Summary of major findings
We found that all schools have had to make changes to the way they plan their mathematics
programme. We found, in particular, that:
y

Schools have adapted the Numeracy Development Project in a wide variety of ways to meet
their individual needs. For some schools the adaptation has been school wide and purposeful,
and supported through various layers of leadership. In other schools, adaptation is
unplanned, convenient, and individualised at the syndicate or classroom level.

y

Teachers consistently reported that more talking about mathematics was a feature of their
mathematics programmes.

y

For many schools the lack of written evidence of students’ learning is an issue that needs to
be reconciled with parents’ expectations.

y

Many schools have found that the strategy stages of the Number Framework have been a
useful indicator of students’ progress. Some teachers have found that their use and purposes
of the diagnostic interviews have changed over time.

y

Some principals raised a concern about bringing new teachers on board with the project.

y

Staff in several schools reported concerns about student transition to secondary schools.

y

Teachers reported increased confidence and enjoyment in teaching mathematics and most
teachers would welcome further professional development in numeracy teaching.

y

For some teachers aspects of their reported teaching strategies indicated that they had
adopted system features of the Numeracy Development Project (e.g., new resources,
language, grouping by strategies) but not always changed ways they implemented
mathematical practices based on community of inquiry.

The teachers
All of the teachers interviewed expressed a willingness to reform their instruction in ways that
they understood to be consistent with the Numeracy Development Project. There was no evidence
of resistance to the reforms:
y

“It’s teaching me the new skills as well because the way I work things out is different to how
the kids are expected to. So it’s a whole new change for me as well.”

y

“I just find it absolutely brilliant so I don’t really have any negative things on it.”

y

“I found it really, quite different because I’m one sort of for the basics. So let’s learn our
times tables and that sort of thing. So it’s just really a whole way of thinking.”
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Teachers undertook changes to practices but demonstrated differential effects at meeting the
intent of the reform. They began the changes from different starting points:
y

“I wasn’t confident in maths when I first started.”

y

“I knew that there would have to be changes because there always is when new systems
come in. You’ve got to make changes and you’ve got to rethink things that you are doing.”

y

“It built on my own philosophy of how children learn.”

y

“It provided new outlets for what I was already doing in the classroom.”

y

“I’ve certainly changed the way I do teach. I have a task board for the children with
activities. We do a lot of starters, a lot of warm-ups, a lot of fun things with the kids and they
don’t actually know probably that it's got something behind it. And we have lots of games
which reinforce our knowledge and our strategies. Yeah, I don’t particularly teach to
textbooks.”

Teachers valued the work of numeracy facilitators to improve teachers’ content and pedagogical
knowledge. They appreciated the way facilitators explained new ways of doing things, guided
planning, and offered teaching episodes to capture the intent of the programme. They talked
highly of the professional development model that used both on-site workshops as well as in-class
teaching demonstrations and that provided assistance with planning and decision making
concerning the selection of problems and activities for classroom work.

The schools and principals
All schools involved in the Numeracy Development Project took the intent of the programme
seriously and had made a significant commitment to it in terms of finance, time, and resourcing.
In some schools, expectations and accountability measures to some extent pressed on teachers to
attend carefully to the reform proposals. As one principal noted:
Twice a year we collect information from school-wide assessments and from that we set out
as targets. At Year 8, I want them to be at a certain stage. I looked at our data and thought
that’s not good enough for them to be going off to high school.

One principal was prepared to commit “a lot of money” provided it offered a “better school
direction” than the approach to mathematics that was taken in the school previously. He wanted it
to meet the needs of the children. He attended the seminars held at the school to hear what the
Numeracy Development Project offered for his particular school community. He suggested that
“there’s more emphasis on the children or teachers knowing exactly where each child is working”.
Apart from meeting the needs of children, the project “was something new and we wanted to be
part of it”.
Most principals had organised extensive support for teachers in the school. Professional support
was centred initially on an expert working in isolated classrooms and modelling lessons. One
principal put it like this: “It wasn’t just ‘go off, have a day and then go back and do it’. There was
that ongoing thing”. Colleagues, as well as expert facilitators, were central to schools’ reform
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efforts. Some principals organised classroom release for the lead teacher to co-ordinate the
programme.
In one school, however, teachers reported very few deliberations about practice and few
discussions about the ways in which the reform ideas might be enacted. Typically the work that
these teachers did in classrooms was not known about or discussed in the staffroom or at team
meetings. In effect, teachers were practising in isolation in their classrooms. As one teacher said:
“I don’t know about the others [teachers] … I’m probably missing out heaps of stuff I should be
doing, but hopefully I’m trying to cover what I can and do the best I can”. A new teacher at one
school noted that “you’ve got to be talking with other people who are doing it”.
Ongoing support after completion of the project in the school was offered in some schools
through further courses. This was a commitment to mathematics taken at the expense of other
curricular areas. For teachers new to some schools, provision was made to attend numeracy
network meetings that were hosted in the area. One teacher noted: “I think being a new teacher,
it’s quite easy for me to slide into the Numeracy Project because I didn’t have many previous
experiences with mathematics. It’s not like I’ve been teaching for five years and had to change all
my beliefs or the approaches”.

Lead mathematics teachers
Some lead mathematics teachers took a whole-school approach to developing numeracy teaching:
“We share across the school the different things that we were doing. And so we did things like
that to help our planning and to help our organisation”. Collegial feedback on practice as well
sharing individual attempts to enact the proposals in their classrooms created incentives for
teachers to revise their practice.
A system was developed at one school whereby individual teachers chose one senior teacher in
the school to “come in and observe a specific aspect of the mathematics programme that the
teachers decided on”. Feedback was provided immediately afterwards. As the principal said, “that
way we’re actually continuing the professional development”. Peer support and feedback not only
allowed teachers to sort out pedagogical or content problems; it also provided teachers with the
motivation to improve their practice.
In one school, facilitated by the lead mathematics teacher, the teachers had produced a document
that captured their collective ideas about effective numeracy classrooms. The schedule established
for them the characteristics of effective teaching and the numeracy learner, as well as the features
of the environment. This document resulted from ongoing personal deliberations that were
grounded in understanding the reform ideas relevant to their particular students.
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The new vocabulary
Through their efforts to reform practice, the teachers had developed a new vocabulary consistent
with the language in the project. The vocabulary that organised their new teaching and learning
experiences included “strategies”, “tens frames”, “the abacus”, “early additive”, “advanced
counters”, “diagnostic interview”, “flip numbers”, “the slavonics”, “tidy numbers”, “number
lines”, “doubles”, “number fans”, “hundreds board”, “making up to tens”.
Some teachers, more than others, had assimilated the vocabulary into their own thinking and drew
upon that language to represent their ideas about their practice. For other teachers, however, the
language tended to capture the “tools” rather than the “big ideas” of the reform rhetoric itself.
These teachers appeared to engage not so much with the core ideas about practice in which the
numeracy reform is grounded, as the activities that accompany those ideas. Getting on board for
them meant attendance at the professional development sessions and adding in the new resources
and activities to their teaching repertoire. As one teacher noted, the biggest change “was accepting
that I didn’t have to see every group every day. And I feel I am doing better teaching that way
because I’m not cramming”.

Conclusions
All teachers spoke of their familiarity with key reform themes and believed that their own skills
and knowledge base had been enhanced as a result of their involvement in the Numeracy
Development Project. Teachers expressed their support of those reform ideas and claimed to be
teaching mathematics in ways that approximated key aspects of the project’s recommendations.
Principals demonstrated a strong commitment to the project in terms of finance, resourcing, and
time. Most lead teachers had organised extensive support and offered teachers ongoing
deliberations with colleagues. Conversations with peers enabled teachers to grasp what the
reforms meant for the core dimensions of teaching. Instituting collaborative work amongst
teachers helped teachers to work in ways consistent with reformers’ intents.
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5. Overall conclusions

We identified a number of common threads that ran across all four projects. We have learned how
the Numeracy Development Project has created teaching and learning experiences which are
potentially different from those experiences traditionally offered in mathematics classrooms. We
have seen how teachers involved in professional development opportunities that are based on
situated experiences have the opportunities to work through problems central to teaching and
learning, and influence classroom mathematical practices to an extent that they impact their
students’ learning. But we have also seen how the reforms have affected the teaching and learning
process in disproportionate ways. It was clear that different classroom cultures provided different
opportunities for students to engage in the mathematical practices that were intended by the
Numeracy Development Project. Practices associated with public sharing of mathematical
strategies are much more effective if they take place within a classroom principled by an ethic of
care and respect. Strategy sharing also has more impact when the teacher’s specialised
mathematical knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge allows the communication to be
nudged in mathematically enriching ways.
Our findings add further evidence to findings about numeracy reform processes:
y

The Numeracy Development Project in schools has had a positive impact. In particular,
teachers

believe that

their own

skills and knowledge base have been enhanced and

students’ love of mathematics has increased, that student outcomes have been enhanced
(Young-Loveridge, 2006), and that students’ love of mathematics has increased.
y

Effective numeracy classroom teachers develop caring relationships that involve reciprocity
and an attention to move students towards independence (Anthony & Walshaw, 2006).

y

Developing a culture of mathematical exploratory talk, as evidenced in the nested project 2, is
effective with Pasifika and Māori students. In this project, students’ use of inquiry and
argument increased their autonomy and deepened their collective responsibility to engage in
mathematical practices. Irwin and Woodward (2006) recommend that the findings from this
project (see Hunter, 2005) would be useful for the Numeracy Development Project to
consider.

y

Sound teacher content-pedagogical knowledge is fundamental to an effective pedagogical
practice (Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005; Sullivan, Siemon, Virgona, & Lasso, 2002).

y

Changing practice is a slow process (Spillane, 1999). There is a general feeling that the
changed expectations as to what counts as effective teaching and learning have brought with
them periods of uncertainty as teachers and their students negotiate their way towards
expected levels of engagement and new ways of doing things.
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y

Teachers and principals are clear that ongoing professional development and assistance with
self-reflection on teaching are essential for sustaining the Numeracy Development Project
and making a difference to long-term teaching and learning in mathematics (Brown, Askew,
& Millet, in press).

The data derived from the projects offer a strengthened basis of knowledge about the teaching and
learning of numeracy in New Zealand. The findings provide knowledge about the engagement
and sustainability of large-scale educational reform. The insights they provide into the role
numeracy practices play in personal, school-wide, educational, and social processes allow some
valuable conclusions to be drawn about how reform efforts might be sustained in schools. An
understanding of those processes is critical to researchers, teachers, educators, and policy makers
during this current period of mathematics reform.
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6. Limitations of the project

Nested projects 1 and 2 addressed the classroom practices of a small number of teachers. While
their respective methodologies were designed to address specific research questions, and while
their findings are directly relevant to the participants, the extent to which they might be
generalised to others is unclear. Nested projects 3 and 4 drew on larger, more representative
samples of school decile rating and character and, in that sense, might have more application to
schools generally in New Zealand.

Problems encountered
Partnerships with schools have generally been very encouraging. Principals and teachers involved
with nested projects 3 and 4 have been overwhelmingly positive about the research. However,
because of the nature of the research and its partnerships with schools, the project brought some
unexpected demands. One school that had made an early commitment to the project had to
withdraw because one teacher was promoted to senior management and others left the school.
Finding a replacement school took some considerable time.
The teachers participating in project 2 faced further stress from the everyday school pressures in
other curriculum areas (e.g., speech contests, sports days, school trips, report writing, portfolios,
parent interviews). Teacher illness and the prolonged absence of one principal resulted in more
demanding responsibilities for one participating teacher and this created gaps in her participation.
The transient nature of the students at the school (25–35% minimum) meant that the teachers were
continually integrating new children and guiding them in particular in the communication and
participation norms of their classroom. The problems encountered presented delays to the research
timetable.
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7. Dissemination of Findings

Presentations
y

Overview of year’s findings to schools involved in project 1.

y

Report back to principals and teachers of schools involved in project 2.

y

Summary sheet of findings to schools involved in project 3.

y

Summary sheet of findings to schools involved in project 4.

y

New Zealand Association for Research in Education presentation for project 1, entitled
“Learning to notice: One aspect of teacher’s content knowledge in the numeracy classroom”,
Wellington, November 2004.

y

New Zealand Association for Research in Education presentation for project 3, entitled “The
Learners’ Perspective of Numeracy”, Wellington, November 2004.

y

A contribution to the TLRI Partnership Newsletter, November 2004, No. 2, “Making it
work”.

y

Presentation of all four projects, entitled “Numeracy Change Practice” at a seminar hosted by
the Mathematics Department, Otago University, 20 April 2005.

y

Presentation for project 1 at the 28th annual conference of the Mathematics Education
Research Group of Australasia, Melbourne, July 2005.

y

Presentation for project 2 at the 28th annual conference of the Mathematics Education
Research Group of Australasia, Melbourne, July 2005.

y

Sharing ideas with the numeracy research community from the United Kingdom at a
Numeracy Symposium at Massey University, July 2005.

y

Presentation of project 1 to the New Zealand Association of Mathematics Teachers,
September 2005.

y

Presentation of project 3 to the New Zealand Association of Mathematics Teachers,
September 2005.

y

Presentation for project 2 at the 29th annual conference of the Mathematics Education
Research Group of Australasia, Canberra, July 2006.

y

Presentation for project 4 at the 30th annual conference of the International Group for the
Psychology of Mathematics Education, Prague, July 2006.

y

Media reports on project 2: Massey Staff News (August, 2006); Dominion Press (August 16,
2006).
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